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WHEN YOU INDULGE IN PORNOGRAPHY, YOU PARTICIPATE IN SEX SLAVERY¹

Andrew David Naselli | Assistant Professor of New Testament and Biblical Theology Bethlehem College & Seminary Minneapolis, Minnesota

Pornography is to sex slavery what gasoline is to the engines of motor vehicles. Gas fuels engines. Pornography fuels sex slavery.

Sex slavery and pornography are not two disconnected issues. They are organically connected in the international market for sex.

WHAT IS SEX SLAVERY?

Most adults and teenagers know what pornography is. It is printed or virtual material that explicitly describes or displays sexual body parts or activity in order to stimulate erotic feelings.

But what exactly is sex slavery? A slave is a person who is the property of another person, and that owner forces the slave to obey them. A sex slave is a person who is the property of another person, and that owner forces the slave to obey them by performing sex acts, usually for money. Sex slavery is sex trafficking, which includes acquiring, transporting, and exploiting sex slaves.²

1. Thanks to friends who examined a draft of this essay and shared helpful feedback, especially Justin Holcomb, Becky McDonald, Laila Mickelwait, Jenni Naselli, Sarah Williams, and the twenty graduate students in my spring 2015 Biblical Ethics course at Bethlehem College & Seminary.


(a) “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse
Most prostituted women are sex slaves. Often a pimp physically and psychologically abuses prostituted women to coerce them to continue committing commercial sex acts. Sometimes people abduct children and adolescent women and force them into prostitution. Most women who enter prostitution have already been sexually abused. Prostituted women are often girls or adolescent women who are insecure and become emotionally traumatized and view themselves as worthless.

When I was teaching on sex slavery recently in a course on Biblical Ethics, Michel, one of my students, shared a personal story with the class. (I’m sharing it here with his permission.) Michel is from Colombia, and he grew up in Miami. God saved Michel in 2005, and Michel stopped hanging out with some of his high school friends who regularly partied with alcohol and marijuana. Alex (not his real name) was one of those friends, and he moved back to Colombia and began making a lot of money. Alex hired some of Michel’s other old friends to work for him. Michel didn’t know how Alex was making so much money. Then in 2006 one of Michel’s friends who was working for Alex died in a car accident. A few days after his funeral, Alex contacted Michel and asked Michel if he would like to start working for him and replace his friend who had just died. Alex promised Michel, “You will earn a lot of money and have fun.” Michel asked what the job was. Alex replied, “It is a very simple job. You would just have to go to the airport when I call you and pick up girls that are traveling to Miami. When you pick them up, you can do whatever you want with them for the first day. Then I will give you the address where you have to take them, and some men will be waiting for them. After a few days, you just pick them up and take them to the airport again. That’s it.” (Michel, of course, refused.)

HOW DOES PORNOGRAPHY FUEL SEX SLAVERY?

Pornography fuels the demand for prostitution and thus for sex slavery. I haven’t heard anyone argue this more clearly and compellingly than David Platt does in chapter 5 of Counter Culture.
Platt tells the story of a nine-year-old girl in northern Nepal named Maliha. A charming slave trader deceived Maliha’s poverty-stricken single mother when he promised to help provide for their family by helping Maliha get a well-paying job in the city at the bottom of the Himalayan mountains. He promised to send the money she earned back to the mother and to bring Maliha back to visit her family at least once each year. The mother reluctantly agreed, but the man did not keep his word. Maliha’s new job was to sit outside a restaurant in the city, where customers would see this beautiful girl. A man would grab her by the hand, and she would quietly follow him into one of the booths. There, he would eat and drink and then either take Maliha upstairs to her room or stay right there in the booth and force her to do whatever he told her to do. After he was finished, she would go out and wait for another man, and then another man, and then another man. Sometimes, on a busy night, fifteen or twenty different customers would have their way with Maliha however they desired.

This was Maliha’s life, and there was no way out. The man who first smiled at her back in her village months before had gone back to find other girls, and Maliha now worked for other men. They told her that if she tried to stop working at the restaurant, they would go back to the village and bring her little sister there to take her place. They assured her that her work was providing for her family back home. Little did she know that her mom never received another rupee. Meanwhile, for all her mom, little brother, and little sister knew, Maliha had completely forgotten about them when she got to the big city.

Even if Maliha could have escaped, where would she go? She had no clue where she was and no idea how to get home. She knew no one but the men who owned her. She had nothing to her name. The only thing she had was her shame....

Platt next tells a story of a sixteen-year-old girl named Hannah. She lived in Birmingham, Alabama. Her boyfriend started treating her like a queen and convinced her to flee with him to Los Angeles so that she could be a model. Then he pressured her to pose nude for photo shoots. Then he pressured her to have sex with truckers. “Within a matter of months, Hannah’s promising boyfriend had become her pimp.”

Platt then shows how pornography connects to sex trafficking:

Research continually demonstrates a clear link between sex trafficking and the production of pornography. Federal legislation has acknowledged this, participants in the production of pornography have confirmed this, and while exact figures are hard to pin down, one anti-trafficking center reports that at least a third of victims trafficked for sex are used in the production of pornography. Another study on the relationship between prostitution, pornography, and trafficking found that one half of nearly nine hundred prostitutes in nine different countries reported pornography being made of them while in prostitution. When we hear such research, we mustn’t miss the con-

---

6. Ibid., 112.
7. Ibid., 115.
8. Platt is referring to a 2007 study: In “interviews with 854 women in prostitution in 9 countries [Canada, Colombia, Germany, Mexico, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, United States, and Zambia] women and men in prostitution made it
connection. Men and women who indulge in pornography are creating the demand for more prostitutes, and in turn they are fueling the sex-trafficking industry.

Yet the cycle is even more vicious than that. For the more people watch pornography, the more they desire sexual fulfillment through prostitution. Such desire drives men (and women) to engage in physical prostitution or even virtual prostitution as “every home computer [becomes] a potential red light district.” Pornography thus feeds prostitution, again increasing the demand for sex trafficking.

Do we realize what we’re doing? Every time a man or woman views pornography online, we are contributing to a cycle of sex slavery from the privacy of our own computers. …

No matter how many red Xs we write on our hands to end slavery, as long as these same hands are clicking on pornographic websites and scrolling through sexual pictures and videos, we are frauds to the core.

Platt is not the only one making this connection. For example, one of the more academic arguments is in a journal that Johns Hopkins University produces. The article is titled “The Slave and the Porn Star: Sexual Trafficking and Pornography,” and it “argues that there are a number of links between pornography and sex trafficking and that curbing pornography can reduce sex trafficking.”

The growing evidence is horrific. More and more women who escape the bondage of sex slavery—which often includes being forced to pose nude for photographs and to endure sex acts for films, all while pretending to enjoy it—are testifying that pornography fuels sex slavery. Not only are many of the women in pornographic pictures and films themselves sex slaves, but pimps regularly use pornography to instruct children and young women how to perform for customers.

You can’t indulge in pornography without being part of that culture, without fueling prostitution and sex slavery. Pornography is part of the law of supply and demand for prostitution and sex slavery.

clear that pornography is integral to prostitution. In 9 countries, almost half (49 percent) told us that pornography was made of them while they were in prostitution” (Melissa Farley, “Renting an Organ for Ten Minutes: What Tricks Tell Us about Prostitution, Pornography and Trafficking,” in Pornography: Driving the Demand in International Sex Trafficking, ed. David E. Guinn and Julie DiCaro [Los Angeles: Captive Daughters Media, 2007], 145).

11. Ibid., 1.
12. E.g., see http://stoptraffickingdemand.com/. See also Jefferson Bethke’s short video Porn: Human Trafficking at Your Finger Tips and other resources at http://rescuefreedom.org/get-involved/refusetoclick/. One organization puts it this way (http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdfs/renaissancemalentities4fin.pdf): “Don’t consume pornography. Pornography manipulates male sexuality, popularizes unhealthy attitudes towards sex and sexuality, and eroticizes violence against women. Pornography leads men and boys to believe that certain sexual acts are normal, when in fact sexual acts that are non-consensual, offensive and coupled with violent intent result in the pain, suffering, and humiliation of women and children. In addition, a disproportionate amount of mainstream pornography sexualizes younger women with such titles as ‘teens,’ ‘barely 18,’ ‘cheerleaders,’ etc. Targeting younger women socializes men to develop appetites for younger and younger women and creates a ‘pedophile-like culture’ among men. Victims of human trafficking have also been forced into pornography. Men can stop the voyeurism of sex and sex acts that fuel human trafficking by refusing to consume pornography and encourage others to do the same.”
It fuels the demand for sex slavery. Justin Holcomb explains how:

The primary way porn fuels the sex trade is by building the demand. The sex trade consists of supply and demand. The supply consists of women and children who are either forced into exploitation at home or lured away from their homes with promises of jobs, travel, and a better life. The average age of girls who enter into street prostitution is between 12 and 14 years old, and even younger in some developing countries. Traffickers coerce women and children to enter the commercial sex industry through a variety of recruitment techniques in strip clubs, street-based prostitution, and escort services. Thousands of children and women are victimized in this way every year.

The trafficking industry would not exist without demand. According to researcher Andrea Bertone, the demand consists of men who feed a “patriarchal world system” that preys on women and children.15

Plant this deeply and firmly in your conscience: since pornography fuels sex slavery, indulging in pornography to any degree is participating in sex slavery. This is the case even if the porn star you lustfully look at is profiting financially from that pornography. The point is that any and all pornography is part of the worldwide system that fuels prostitution and thus fuels sex slavery.

Indulging in pornography has both direct and indirect effects: (1) Indulging in pornography contributes to sex slavery directly by increasing the demand for pornography and thus increasing the demand for human trafficking for the sake of producing pornography. (2) Indulging in pornography contributes to sex slavery indirectly even when a person does not visit prostitutes himself. By contributing to the demand for pornography, he is helping grow the scope and scale of an industry that is responsible for increasing the demand of others to use prostitutes, and thus he is contributing to the increasing supply of prostitutes. So even a man who does not personally transition from indulging in pornography to prostitutes is still fueling the industry through which others will.16

HOW SHOULD MEN FEEL ABOUT PORNOGRAPHY?

What does it mean to be a man? It’s hard to improve how John Piper defines mature masculinity: “At the heart of mature masculinity is a sense of benevolent responsibility to lead, provide for and protect

---


Then there are the forces of supply and demand, and the way that pornography creates more and more demand for the commercial sex industry. Pornography is like the gateway drug. People get addicted, and then they want something more. Pornography fuels prostitution (heightening the demand for prostitutes), and a higher demand for prostitutes means more lucrative opportunities for pimps, which means more women and children exploited by them for these purposes. So if you’re looking at porn, even if you’re not paying for it, you’re showing the advertisers and producers of pornography and all those involved in the sex business that demand is high, which then motivates them to shame and exploit even more people.

Think about that the next time you’re tempted to click on that website. Your momentary “pleasure” is contributing to the absolute devastation of women and girls and boys around the world.
women in ways appropriate to a man’s differing relationships.”17 Men protect women. A man honors a woman when he protects her. “Women and children are put into the lifeboats first, not because the men are necessarily better swimmers, but because of a deep sense of honorable fitness. It belongs to masculinity to accept danger to protect women. … A mature man senses instinctively that as a man he is called to take the lead in guarding the woman he is with.”18

I do not struggle with whether I should be violently aggressive toward women or children. I am not tempted to punch them or throw them or do any kind of harm to them. Every instinct in me tells me to protect them. This is a value that my parents instilled in me, that my church leaders instilled in me, that God through the Bible has instilled in me, and that most fundamentally God instilled in me as a man. Harming a woman or child is unconscionable. And looking at pornography belongs in that same category because pornography harms women. Why is it that men do not think about pornography from the vantage point of manhood?

My target audience is men—young men, middle-aged men, older men, all of you.19 Can you hear the story about the nine-year-old Maliha and not feel both pity for Maliha and righteous anger towards those who oppress her? There are millions of stories that are variations on Maliha’s life as a sex slave. When you hear how adults are enslaving girls and young women—raping them, masturbating in their bodies—does that not make you feel sick to your stomach? Do you not feel outraged against people who victimize children and young women? That is exactly how you should feel about pornography. Pornography should be as vomit-inducing to you as an evil man raping a nine-year-old girl. Pornography should be as revolting and disgusting to you as a group of evil men gang-raping a helpless woman. “If you saw a woman being gang raped in a back alley, would you stop and masturbate?”20 That’s essentially what men are doing when they indulge in pornography.

This is not the only reason or even the most compelling that a person should not indulge in pornography. You might think that indulging in pornography alone on your computer doesn’t hurt anybody, but it hurts both you and others. Tim Chester lists twelve reasons to give up pornography:21

1. Porn wrecks your view of sex.
2. Porn wrecks your view of women.
3. Porn wrecks women’s view of themselves.

18. Ibid., 43–44.
19. My original audience for this research was seminarians. I normally teach New Testament and theology, but I also get to teach a graduate-level class called Biblical Ethics. The issues we address throughout the course include lying, abortion, euthanasia, death penalty, contraception, homosexuality, same-sex attraction, divorce and remarriage, genetic engineering, ethnicity, war, the secular state, the environment, and sex slavery and pornography. I feel compelled to address pornography and sex slavery because in this course I am training men in my seminary who are planning to spend their lives ministering God’s word as church leaders. That means that they will likely be spending a significant portion of their time shepherding people who are enslaved to pornography. So they need to analyze this particular sin with serpentine shrewdness. But even more personally, I assume that Satan and his demons see a bright red bulls-eye on these men. They have already grown up in a culture where pornography is ubiquitous, and it isn’t going to get easier. Many of them have scars from fighting the sin of pornography, and all of us—“us” includes seminary professors and pastors, too—must vigilantly fight this sin and never let up our guard. So I am always intensely interested in thinking through how to mortify lusts that want to indulge in pornography. My main argument in this essay is one more weapon to fight this sin.
4. The porn industry abuses women.

5. Porn is a sin against your wife. … If you’re not yet married, porn is a sin against your future wife.

6. Porn wrecks families.

7. Porn is enslaving.

8. Porn erodes your character.

9. Porn wastes your time, energy, and money.

10. Porn weakens your relationship with God.

11. Porn weakens your service.

12. God’s wrath is against people who use porn.

Perhaps the most compelling is that last one: the sexually immoral will not inherit the kingdom of God. But others have written more comprehensively on this subject, and I don’t intend to retread that ground here. My focus here is what Chester lists as reason #4: “The porn industry abuses women.” It abuses women and children in many ways, and my focus here is that it abuses women and children by fueling prostitution and sex slavery. Real men should never indulge in pornography because that makes them complicit in sex slavery. This is about honor. This is about protecting vulnerable women and children. This is about being a man. This is about manhood.

I recently read the Wingfeather Saga to my daughter Kara. It’s a four-book adventure series by Andrew Peterson, and the main characters are three siblings: Janner is the oldest, and he has a younger brother and sister, Tink and Leeli. A motif that runs through the series is that Janner is responsible to protect his siblings. At key points in the story he sacrifices himself for the good of his siblings (and others) in response to a refrain that rings in his head: protect, protect, protect! It’s beautiful. It’s budding manhood. That’s what God designed men to do for women and children. Protect, protect, protect! That’s a God-given manly instinct. Cowards suppress it. Fools ignore it. Honorable men follow it.

When you indulge in pornography, you participate in sex slavery. Pornography should make men feel not pleasure but disgust and outrage. If you are an honorable man, you will protect women and children by not indulging in pornography. Protect, protect, protect!


25. The gospel of Jesus the Messiah is stronger than the pull towards pornography. God can change any kind of sinful heart so that a man no longer loves his lust but abhors it, no longer hates God but loves him. God can rescue men from indulging in pornography, making them truly masculine men who protect women and children and do not abuse them. We could say so much more here (cf. the resources in note 23 above), but I am footnoting this comment because my argument in this essay is more of a natural-law argument than a Bible-argument or gospel-centered argument. I am arguing, “Does not nature itself teach you … ?!”